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● Island of Winds is a story-driven adventure 

game inspired by Icelandic beautiful nature, rich 

history, fantastic tales and folklore.

● Starting as single player game that in 

subsequent releases evolves into an online 

multiplayer world, Island of Winds will be a 

strong IP.

● The game will published on Windows PC in 

2023 and on Playstation 5  and Xbox few months 

later.



IoW Landscape

Journey through the Island of Winds is 

split into 9 areas.

Each area is iconic and inspired by 

known areas in Iceland along with the 

island hars weather conditions, players 

will literally be blown away.

The game is only decorated with 

Icelandic flora and fauna.



IoW Principals 

Easy access

Making sure the game is accessible to non gamers 

and busy people with few hours to spare that seek 

content with more depth than casual games.

      

Beauty

Look and feel of the whole world is consistent and 

with a strict colour palette to get the feel of Iceland.

Emotion

Players can take empathetic decisions in the game 

without having them direct you on a black or white 

path. Environment, movements, interactions and 

story are designed to company that. 



How to bring Icelandic history 
and heritage to a new media.



































Mood video: 

https://youtu.be/7dqGZUw70Bo

https://youtu.be/7dqGZUw70Bo






















The scanning & Icelandic folklore - staying true to our 
heritage. Our Heritage 

With Island of Winds we want to represent our 

culture and history. 

We will be scanning old Icelandic artifacts and 

Icelandic rocks, moss and flowers, to add as 

assets for the game.

Finding white ravens in the game will give the 

player the option to watch 2D animated videos 

that tell real stories of the witch hunt in Iceland, 

other historic events, known folklore and 

mythology.











Island of Winds or Iceland?

The Museum











Mood video: https://youtu.be/7dqGZUw70Bo

Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvlkKZgPka8&t=1s

Game play: https://youtu.be/sOQjoBjzzpM

Stóri dómur: https://youtu.be/AGykX39LfiA

Tilberi:https://youtu.be/x7Y9sFLUCMM

Galdrabrennur:https://youtu.be/_w1z4Wq0ZHk
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